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CLASSES ORGANIZED 

BY UMEED

 UMEED, a visionary educational institution, has 
taken a pioneering step in nurturing the potential 
of students hailing from various professional 
degrees in the prestigious institutions of BHU, IIT 
BHU Varanasi, AU, and MNNIT Allahabad. 

The Technical Classes Offered By Umeed Have 

Proved To Be A Game-changer For Students 

Seeking To Enhance Their Skill Sets. The 

Curriculum Encompasses A Wide Array Of 

Topics, Including Coding, Artificial Intelligence 

And Machine Learning (aiml), Web Designing 

And Development, Ms Excel, And Digital 

Marketing.  Received Career Guidance, 

Attended Skill-based Classes, And Got Tips For 

Exams Like Upsc And Iims. Sightseeing Trips 

Allowed Them To Express Their Creativity. This 

Event Taught Them To Value Happiness In The 

Present And Not Just Wait For Success In Their 

Careers

. 

UMEED's commitment to education extends 

beyond technical knowledge. Cultural education 

plays an integral role in their curriculum, fostering 

a sense of appreciation for art, heritage, and 

diversity among the students. Such cultural 

exposure is crucial in shaping well-rounded 

individuals who can thrive in a globalized world.
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COVID FOOD 
DISTRIBUTION

During this intense condition of COVID-19 where a strict 
nationwide lockdown was imposed bythe govenrtment, 
UMEED  organized a food distribution program to support 
the vulnerable and underprivileged sections of society who 
were severely impacted by the strict lockdown measures 
imposed by the government.

As the pandemic raged on, countless families found 

themselves struggling to make ends meet. Many lost their 

jobs, and the ability to put food on the table became a daily 

struggle. It was during these dire circumstances that 

UMEED's volunteers took it upon themselves to reach out 

to these affected individuals and provide them with a ray of 

hope and sustenance.

IWith unwavering determination and empathy, the 

volunteers of UMEED organized a food distribution drive 

that aimed to serve hot and nutritious meals to those who 

were unable to manage their living under the stringent 

lockdown conditions. The team worked tirelessly, 

adhering to safety protocols, to ensure that no one in need 

was left behind students to play with their parents and 

siblings. To make it affordable, the UMEED Foundation set 

a minimal fee of Rs 200 per month or Rs 500 for a one-year 

membership. Over 40 students eagerly registered on the 

rst day, showing a great response. 
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CULTURAL 
FESTIVAL

The spirit of diversity and unity found new expressions at the grand cultural 

event, UMEED, organized for the youth from various study disciplines at four 

prestigious institutions— IIT BHU, BHU Varanasi, AU, and MNNIT Allahabad.

Sizzling Moves - Dance performances representing various classical, folk, 

and contemporary styles enthralled the audience. The par ticipants' 

enthusiasm and dedication shone through in the mesmerizing display of 

colors, movements, and storytelling.

Harmonious Voices: Another highlight of UMEED was the musical 

extravaganza. Participants showcased their melodious voices through soulful 

songs from different regions and languages of India. The stage reverberated 

with euphony, spreading joy and fostering a sense of cultural exchange among 

the performers and the audience alike 

Dramatic Brilliance: The dramatic arts were not left behind in this festivity. 

The event witnessed enthralling drama performances that explored various 

themes, from social issues to historical anecdotes. The talented young actors 

mesmerized the spectators with their storytelling abilities and emotional 

portrayals, leaving a lasting impact on the minds of the audience.  

urturing Body and Mind Apart from the cultural performances, UMEED also : 

emphasized the importance of holistic well-being. The organizers included 

yoga an

ultural and Value Education: Understanding the importance of cultural and 

value education in shaping well-rounded individuals. Eminent speakers and 

scholars were invited to share insights into the rich cultural heritage of India 

and its signicance in today's globalized world. These sessions aimed to instill 

a sense of pride in participants about their cultural roots while fostering 

respect and appreciation for the cultures of others & meditation sessions to 

provide the participants with a chance to unwind and nd inner peace amidst 

their academic rigor. 
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YOUTH 
ACTIVITIES

In a vibrant display of camaraderie and compassion, students 
from various fields of study representing BHU, IIT BHU 
Varanasi, AU, and MNNIT Allahabad, came together for the 
annual youth activity event "UMEED" in Varanasi. 

Planting the Seeds of Change: The event kicked off with an 
eco-friendly initiative to combat climate change. The students 
gathered at a designated location and actively participated in 
planting saplings. The tree-plantation drive not only 
emphasized environmental sustainability but also instilled a 
sense of responsibility towards the planet among the youth.  

Spreading Smiles and Knowledge: A heartwarming aspect of 

UMEED was the interaction and teaching sessions with children 

from the slum areas of Varanasi. The students engaged with these 

young minds, exchanging stories, laughter, and knowledge. In 

addition to the enriching interactions, delicious food and goodies 

were distributed among the children, leaving them with cherished 

memories and a renewed sense of hope.

Celebrating the Arts: To showcase the diverse talents of the 

participants, a series of cultural events such as dance, drama, 

singing, and more were organized. The stage came alive with 

vibrant

Empowering the Mind: Youth workshops focusing on 

meditation and value education were an essential part of the event. 

Guided by experts from various fields, these workshops offered 

participants valuable insights into the importance of mental well-

being and ethical values. The meditation sessions helped students 

find inner peace amidst the hustle and bustle of their academic and 

personal lives. 

 performances that captivated the audience. The arts have always 

been a powerful medium to express emotions and ideas, and 

UMEED provided a platform for these young artists to showcase 

their creativity and passion. info@umeedfoundation.co.in
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